A sound and complete proof method for arbitrary "contextual" properties including contextual equivalence, space improvement, and memory safety based on environmental bisimulations Rather, we must put it under arbitrary contexts C
Executive Summary
A sound and complete proof method for arbitrary "contextual" properties including contextual equivalence, space improvement, and memory safety based on environmental bisimulations 
Motivation: Questions
The calculus: Operational semantics Standard small-step reduction with evaluation contexts and stores
...and other standard rules...
Caution
Because of deallocation, our reduction is non-deterministic even modulo renaming of fresh locations {l a V} B free(l);
The rest of the talk X is "operation-closed" if for any (R, s, s') ∈ X, For any (l, l') ∈ R, 
The environmental relations: Definition (4/4)
X is "operation-closed" if for any (R, s, s') ∈ X, For any (l, l') ∈ R, ... For any fresh l and (V, V') ∈ R*,
The rest of the talk
The calculus
The environmental relations -Definition -Soundness and completeness -Example -Unary case
Conclusion
The environmental relations: Soundness and completeness
Theorem:
The largest P-simulation coincides with the reduction-and context-closure of P I.e., if programs belong to some P-simulation, then they satisfy P throughout execution of the programs under arbitrary contexts, and vice versa
The rest of the talk 
The environmental relations: Example
Let set and set' be implementations of integer multisets by linked lists and binary trees Then we can prove that set and set'
-are contextually equivalent, by taking P(R, sBM, s'BM') to be sBM⇑ ⇔ s'BM'⇑ -use the same number of locations, by taking P(R, sBM, s'BM') and P(R, s, s') to be |dom(s)| = |dom(s')| etc., under arbitrary contexts 
Conclusion
The environmental relations: Degeneracy to unary case
All of these arguments apply to unary relations (predicates) as well
In fact, the unary case is degenerated from the binary case, by requiring the left hand side be equal to the right -"Simulation" between M and M itself E.g., Take P(R, sBM, s'BM') to be true iff s = s', M = M' and M is not accessing locations not in dom(s) (memory safety)
We have developed a proof method -for arbitrary contextual properties -in untyped λ-calculus -with "full" (unrestricted) references -and deallocation
In the paper (with online appendices):
-Auxiliary "up-to" techniques -More examples
